DISCUSSION

Parity, Interval Value, and Choice*'
Ruth Chang
In "The Possibility of Parity," I argued that the right thing to say about
certain hard cases of comparison-cases in which one item is better in
some relevant respects, while the other is better in other relevant respects, but there is no obvious truth about how the items compare in
all relevant respects-is that the items are 'on a~par'.' 'Parity', I said, is
a fourth "positive' value relation of independent standing, not subsumable under the familiar trichotomny of relations 'better than', 'worse
than', and 'equally good'. My argument took the' fonrm of an argument
by elimination: the cases of interest are not cases of ignorance, in which
one of the traditional three relations holds but we don't know which,
nor cases of vagueness, in which the items occupy the borderline of one
of the traditional three relations but are cases of determinate comparability; therefore, as cases of determinate comparability in which none
of the traditional three relations holds, they must be cases in which a
fourth relation of comparability holds-they are on a par.
In his interesting discussion of my article, "Value and Parity,"Joshua
Gert agrees that the cases I think are cases of Parity are not cases of
ignorance or vagueness and agrees that we cannot simply assume that
because neither of two alternatives is better than the other and they are
not equally good that they are thereby incomparable.2 Nevertheless, he
wants to challenge my claim that these cases are ones in which the items
are related by a fourth positive relation "of the same sort" as the usual
* Many thanks arc due to Kit Fine for invaluable comments on an earlier draft and
to Ft ik Carlson, David Miller, Derek Par fit, and' twvo anonymous zeferees at Etida for uisefuil
caiticisms that helped me to improve and clarify various points. I am grateful toJoshua
Geri for his discussion or my earlier wvork and' for lengthy e-mail correspondence ott an
tearlier
version of the present article.
1. Ruth Chang, "The Possibility of Parity," Ethics 112 (2002): 65~9-88.
2. Joshua Gert, "Value and Parity," Eddac iW--(2004): 492-510. All subsequent page
refezences it) pat entheses are to this article.
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three. HeI proposes what hie says is anl alternative interpretation of the
hard cases that I say are cases of parity, an alternative, hie says, that does
not require us to give uip what I Call 'the Trichotomy Thesis', the claim
that the conceptual space of comparability between two items is exhjausted by the trichotomy of relations 'better than', 'worse than', and
'equally good'. lie writes, "This paper will defend the trichotomy thesis,
ait least in one impl~o tant sense: it will hold that any other positive value
relations Ihat we iiight wish to make use of can be defined in terms of
the three traditional relations" (p. 493). As he says, hie canl "easily explain" putative cases of parity in terms of the usual three relations, and
so theic's no need to posit the existence of parity.
I believe, lhowever, that acre's argument does not succeed in "explaining away" parity and that it leaves the case for parity untouched.
As we will see, although Cert. presents his article as criticism, hle is really
a comirade in arms. Like me, he is interested in understanding cases of
determinate comiparability in which neither item is better than thle other
and nor aie they equally good. Icall these cases of 'parity', and although
Gert. shies away from the label, he gives no reason to think that such a
ielation does not htold in some hard cases.
Although Gert's argument does not undermine parity, it naturally
suggests two interesting questions about it that I take uip in this article.
Gert lp' 0 P0 5 0 5 a model of comparability that employs anl attractive representation of the value of anl item by an interval range of real numbers.
Unlike standard expected utility theory, which representsi the value (or
prefeiability) ofan itemi by a single i-eal number, interval representation
attempts to capture the idea that the beauty of a vase, for example,
cannot be adequately represented by a single point. Gert's interval
model is supposed to account For the cases I think of as parity, but, hie
argues, his model shows that those cases are too diverse to fall under
the rubric of a single unified value relation. This claim rests on the
details of his pa~rticular model, butwe will see that there are good reasons
to i-eject the model: it does not satisfy thle basic axioms of comparability
that Gert. himself should want the model to satisfy.
The failure of his model, however; raises the question, is thet-e some
model of parity consistent with anl underlying interval representation
of the value of items? It turns Out that we can prove under certain
reasonable assumptions that ther-c is only one mnodel of interval representation that could make room for the cases in which both Gert and
I are intei ested, and according to this model, parity is given by a single,
univocal kind of case. However, this model too is -arguably problematic;
theic is a condition it implies that we might reasonably wish to reject.
If this condition does not hold of items on a par, then we are left with
a striking r-esult: no reasonable interval model is adequate to capture
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the possibility that items are on a par. As we will see, this result has
interesting implications even for those who might be skeptical, of parity.
The second interesting question that Gert's discussion raises has to
do with the practical upshots of parity. In my original' article, I said that
parity is important because if there is parity, then it is a mistake to
conclude from the fact that neither of two items is better than the other
and that they are not equally good that they cannot be compared. And
whether items can be compared is in turn important because it is plausible to think that if alternatives cannot be compared, there can be no
justified choice between them. In this way, parity expands the range' of
cases in which justified choice is possible; choices between items about
which practical reason might otherwise appear to be silent are in fact
choices between comparable items and thus within the scope of practical
reason. Parity, it might be said, is what gives practical reason a "voice"
in hard' cases. But what, exactly, does practical reason "say"~ in cases of
parity? That is, what should one' do when faced with items that are on
a par? Gert usefully suggests that in the cases I think of as parity, it is
rationally permissible to choose either alternative. I think this is roughly
right. But there are three different senses of 'rationally permissible' that
need to be distinguished', and their differences will help us to see why
it is important to recognize parity as a relation apart from those of the
traditional trichotomy.
1. "EXPLAINING AWAY' PARlaY
I suspect that many philosophers, upon being told that there is a fourth,
independent positive value relation beyond 'better than', 'worse than',
and 'equally good', will share Gert's reaction: there must be some way
to account for the putative relation int more familiar terms.' If, like Gert,
3. Another recent attempt to do away with parity is mooted by Nien-he IlIsich, "Equality, Clumpiness, and Incomparability," Utfihts (in press), who argues that a "clumpy" understanding of value allows us to treat cases orfrpaity as cases or equality. But 1-sich's
undersanding of 'being equally good' as "belong~ing] to the same clump of value" (p.
12) is saddled with a dilemma. According to lisich, A and E'can belong to the same clump
of value even though something better than-A, A+, also belongs to tlhe same clump of
value. This means that even though A+ is better than A, which is equally good as B, A+
is not better than B1but is equally good as B. This is not equality as we know it. To avoid
this jesult, Usich seems to suggest that we must relativize evaluative compaiisons to a
degree of precision. Thus, A and B are equally good to degice of precision p1. A+ is
better than A to degree of precision p2 , and A+ and B are equally good to degree of
precision pl. (or peihaps p3). The tiouble with this suggestion is that it commits us to
denying the inferential links between evaluative comparisons that proceed' with respect
to the same covering consideration. If Mozart is better than Salieri with zespect to creative
genius, and Salieri is better than Talentlesi, a rotten sculptor, with, respect to creative
genius, it seems to follow that Mozart is better than Talentlessi' with' aespect to creative
genius. This is so even~ though the degree of precision according to which a comparison
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they agree that cases in which parity supposedly holds are not cases of
ignorance or vagueness, they Must find some other way of "explaining
away" parity. This is harder to do than it might at first seem, and an
examination of Gert's discussion Will help uts to see why.
Geri's main claim) is that all pairwise positive value relations can be
defined iii terms of "more basic" choice-theotetic relations involving
the notion of a mistake in choice. Instead of talking about one thing
being better than, Worse than, as good as, or on a pat with another, we
can talk instead in terms of the more basic idea from which pairwise
relations supposedly derive, namely, the rational permissibility of choosing one itLem ovei another. As hie writes, "out valuations of two items
aie . . .given by our dispositions either to understand oi to be puzzled
by certain choices: to regard them as rational or irrational, mistaken or
not mistaken" (p. 494). By understanding pairwise value relations in
terms of mnistakes in choice, we can, Gen uliges, do away with patity. H-e
summarizes his pi oposal like this, "The suggestion I would like to make,
which need be only roughly trtie to indicate how we can understand'
Chiang's haicl cases without having to posit a fourth positive value relation, is that we use the ivol d 'better' to mean something like the
following: 'to be chosen, on pain of having made a mistake'. Correlatively,'worse' can be taken to mean 'not to be chosen, on pain of having
made a mnistake"' (p. 499). And: "This article claims that all that is
iequired [to explain putative cases of parity] are the same positive value
eclations that We have always been familiar with-although it is true that
we need to understand' these notions themselves in terms of the still
more basic notion oI a practical mistake in choice" (p. 501). Ceft then
appears to offer two definitions of parity in choice-theoretic terms: A is
on a par with B if and only if "although in a choice between A and B,
one could rationally choose either, A would have to be improved more
thtan B, befoic it was no longer a mistake to Choose it Over C" (p. 508);
amid, in an alternative formulation, "It is not a mistake, or irrational, to
choose A over B, or B over A, and . .. this may continue to be true
even if one of the items is slightly improved" (p. 506).'
The thought here seems to be that because parity can, by hypothesis, be defined in the same "more basic" terms by which the usual three
relations can be defined', it follows that parity is not "of the same sore'
ais the usual three. H-owever; even if there are more fundamental terms
in which all pairwise positive value relations can be defined, this does
nothing to show that parity is not a relation on all fours with the usual
or the cicative genius or imusicians pioceeds is diffeiemta fmorn the degree of piecision
acco' ding to which a comiaparisoti ofi tatimmsicia and a sculptor pmoceeds.
4I 1 say that these "appeal" to be dcfinottmors of pamty because although Geit says
tt at hie wvill ofl'c dtefinitions of parity that explain it awany, hie nevei cxplicmtiy says what
these clelimtiomis ale
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three. Thinking otherwise would be like thinking that if we can define
all colors in terms of the more fundamental notion of wavelength of
light, it follows that red is not a color "of the same sort" as blue, green,
orange, and so on. As Gert says in a concessive' moment, he "will not
exactly deny the possibility of parity, if parity is understood in a certain
derivative way" (p. 493). But the way in which he makes parity derivative
is exactly the same way in which he makes the usual three relations
derivative-by defining each in terms of what he takes to be the more
fundamental notion of a mistake in choice. Thus, the sense in which
Gert succeeds in "explaining away' parity is the sense in which hie succeeds in "explaining away" all pairwise positive value relations.
As a general matter, a definition of a value relation in other,
nonvalue-tiieoretic terms does nothing to show that we do not have a
genuine positive value relation. There is,, of course, the more particular
question of whether Gert's favored choice-theoretic definitions of parity
give us any reason to think that it is not of the same sort as the usual
three. But they do not. This is perhaps easiest to see if we imagine how
Gert might define 'equally good' in choice-theoretic terms: A and B are
equally good if and only if either can be chosen without making a
mistake, and if one or other were improved, it would be a mistake not
to choose it. This definition of 'equally good' is so similar to his definitions of 'parity' that it is hard to see hlow one can be a definition of
a genuine positive value relation while the other is not. In short why
shouldn't there be more than one way in which one can fail to make
a mistake in choosing either of two comparable alternatives?
In discussing Gert's argument, I went along with his definitions of
parity and his assumption that value relations can be defined in terms
of the "more basic" idea of mistake in choice. But both points are
problematic. Gert's definitions are arguably overbroad; they pick out
not only comparability when the usual three relations fail-that is,
parity-but also incomparability-that is, the failure of any positive relation to hold. When items are incomparable, it is not a mistake to
choose either-because reason fails to reach the question of which one
should choose-and this may hold even if one of the items is improved.'
And for any two incomparable items,, there may be some third item that
is differentially related to the two-it might take more improvement in
the one incomparable item to make it no longer a mistake to choose
it over the third item than it might take in the other incomparable item.
Perhaps by defining parity in a way that also holds of incomparability,
Gert reveals himself to be a closet incomparabilist: cases in which I think
5. Moreover, Gert's first formulation of parity arbitrarily emphasizes one alternative
over tire other when in fact there is symmetry: rntjust one, but either of two items on av
par might be improved without thereby becoming better thani the other.
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a fourth relation holds are really cases in which no relation holds. But
in this case Gert. would simply be begging the question at issue by
assuming that if items are not related by the usual three positive relations, they ale thereby not related by any positive relation.
There is also reason to balk at Gert's assertion that positive Value
relations can be defined in ternis of the "more basic" notion of a mistake
in choice. Whetlher, as a general matter, value concepts can be defined
in terms of reason concepts is a large and controversial topic. My own
view is that hiow items evaluatively compare is a conceptually distinct
matter from how one rationally should respond to such items in the
context of choice. While I believe Ithat there are interesting connections
between the two, these connections are, I believe, a matter of substantive
aigumenlt and are not analytic truths given by the meaning of the terms
'valuec' or 'better than'. I cannot defend my "anti-buck-passing" view
here. But perhaps it is enough to point Out that Gert's particular form'
of "buck-passing" will not do. By defining 'better than' as "to be chosen
on pain of making a mistake," Gert, decrees by definitional Flat that
satisficing, the view that it is sometimes not at mistake to forgo what is
best, is conceptually incoherent. While I am no fan of satisficing, I doubt
that it can simply be defined off thie scene.
Pet haps Gert thinks that lie can do away with parity, not by offering
a choice-theorefti definition' but, rather, by offering a valuie-theoretic
definition, and in particular, a definition that involves only the usual
three relations (even though those relations might in turn be defined
InI choice-theoretic terms)." One possible definition of parity in terms
of the ustual three relations might be 'comparable, and yet neither is
better than the other and one can be made better without thereby being
bet let' than the other'. A simpler one might be 'comparable, but neither
better, nor-worse, not' equally good'. And sup)posing that we can establish
that there is no incomparability, we can even define parity simply in
terms of the usual three relations: 'not better, not worse, and not equally
good'. There is sonic question as to whether these definitions are legitimiate. But it is easy to see that, even if' they are, they provide no
reason to think that parity is not a fouith positive relation of the same
sor't as the usual three. This is because the same sorts of "definitions"
can with equtal legitimacy also be given for the usual three relations: for
example, 'better than' can be defined as 'not worse, not equally good,
and not on a par.'
A definition of something is eliminative only if it captures what it
is to be that tihing. A "definition" that provides a coextensive description
6. As CeltIwi lies, "This papler- will defend the niehotomny thesis, at leas In one nntpot tan t sense: It will hold that anly otlilei positive Value I elaniols that we mlight wish to
miake use of call he definted its termis of the titice tradttionai' eclations" (p).493).
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in other terms-or even a necessarily coextensive description-need do
nothing to eliminate what is "defined." We can "define" parity in terms
of the usual tricliotomy of relations in the sense that we can give a
coextensive description of parity in those terms. But it does not follow
from the existence of a "definition" in this sense that parity lacks die
status of a fourth relation "of the same sort" as the usual three. An
analogy with color may help. Suppose we define red as "not blue, green,
orange,.. ..... This "definition" constitutes a coextensive description
of 'red' but does not give what it is to be red: being red is not simply
a Matter of not being blue, green, orange, and so on. It therefore does
nothing to show that red is not "of the same sort" as blue, green, orange,
and so on. In the same way, a "definition" of parity as "not better, worse,
or equally good" does not give what it is to be on a par and, thus, does
nothing to undermine its status as a positive value relation "of thre same
sort" as the usual three. Indeed, sometimes Gert talks not in terms of
providing a definition of parity but in terms of "recasting," "translating,"
and "interpreting" it (pp. 494, 500, 508). But an equivalent description
of one value relation in terms of others does nothing to eliminate the
former in favor of the latter.7
Thus, Gert's argument does nothing to undermine the thought
that parity is a fourth positive value relation of the same sort as the
usual three.
II. PARITY AND INTERVAL REPRESENTATION
Toward the end of his article, Gert presents an interesting model of
comparability that is supposed to 'capture the cases that I think of as
parity. On his own interpretation of the model, he admits that there
are cases of comparability beyond the usual three relations that are
plausibly called 'parity'. But he hastens to add that he is not really
admitting that there is parity because "if we are to be charitable to
Chang, we should not hold' that in arguing for the existence of a fourth
positive value relation she means to be doing nothing more than putting
a label to a phenomenon that can be easily explained in terms of the
three traditional relations" (p. 507). As we have already seen, however,
the way in which lie "easily explains" parity in terms of the usual three
relations relies on the mistaken thought that by finding a common
denominator for all value relations, parity is thereby "explained away"
in terms of the usual three. Thus, although Gert says lie wants to defend
7. Sometimes I get the sense that Mhat Ce, t ically objects to is a icification of parity
as something out there in the wvorld. But that is no part of the claim that there is parity;
there "is" parity injust the same sense in which there is betterniess, wvorseness, and equality
in "hlue. What is at issue is pain ity's statuisvis-A-vis the usual three relations, notits ontological
start]s.
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the Trichotomy Thesis, his real interest~ is in understanding how items
might be related in ways beyond those allowed by the usual three relations. His own interpretation of his model shows that, like me, lie
thinks comparable items can be related by a fourth value relation.
Gert's model is interesting not just because it seems to allow for
the possibility of parity but because it employs an attractive representation of the value of items. This miode of representation, familiar from
measuirenment. theory, holds that the value of anl itemi is to be represented
not by a single real number but by an interval range of reals. So, for
instance, the beauty of a vase Might be represented by anl interval of
real numbers [10, 00]', and the deliciousness of a mecal by an interval
[3, 5]. These intervals might be glossed as giving die permissible valuepoints anl itemn might take.8
Interval representation appears to provide a promising tool for
modeling parity. Standlaid exp)ected utility theory represents the value
of an item by a single iteal number. Its associated "rutle of comipai ability"
holds that one itemn is better than anotherjust in case the number that
represents its value is greater, that it is worse if the number is less, and
that they aie equally good if the numbers are the same. Since one real
number canl be related to another only by being greater, lesser, or
equal-the analogues of 'better', 'worse', and 'equally good'-this
mnodlel leaves no room for comparison by a fourth relation. One way to
"loosenl up standaid expected utility theory is to relax the representation of value from a single real to an interval of reals. Since intervals
call be related in a variety of ways, p~erh~aps room for comnparisont by a
fourth value relation can then be found.
The question is whether there is any reasonable rule mapping possible relations between intervals onto comparisons of their underlying
items that allows for the possibility of patilty. Gert offers "the Range
Rule" as a way of making room for thle cases that I think of as parity:
Range Rule One item is better than another if the lower bound
of its interval range of value is higher than the tipper bound of
the iange of the other item, othe; wise the items ai e not traditionally comparable. (P. 505)
In other words, if the intervals representing thle value of two items
do not overlap, the item with the interval that is higher is better than
the htem with thle interval that is lower; if they do overlap, neither is
better thian thle othem; nor are they equally good. The idea that nunder-8. Ccxi gives a choicc-tlheoictic gloss of these uitervals as repiesesithig the iatioiially
pci uissibh ic iegths of pm
efet mice onie iiight hive ror an iteml, but this is to impolt,
Hlunieam asstumptlios about value chat Cciii ecognizes we should ignoie i'we are to give
his nifodlI its widest possible scope. My discusstion of itici val i pi eseniation is iieutitA
betweeni dliIfhci
ways in whiich wve
might tinicleistanc Iiii wat the value ofan 'remiconsists.
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writes this rule might be that what it takes for one item to be better
than another is for every value-point it can permissibly take to be higher
than every value-point that die other item can permissibly take. In this
way, only nonoverlapping intervals can represent betterness. All, other
interval configurations, according to the rule, fall under the category
of "not traditionally comparable." And, according to Gert, in these cases
neither of the items is better than the other, and an improvement in
one does not thereby make it better.
Drawing on his rule, Gert observes that, on his model, the cases I
think of as parity are represented by all possible overlapping configurations of intervals-six all told, taking into account only the relative
position of endpoints and discounting the corresponding "reverse" configurations that swap the intervals from left to right. He claims that these
cases are too diverse to be "usefully" captured under die rubric of a
single fourth unified value relation (p. 507?). On the assumptions that
both Gert, and I share, there are only two possibilities that could' hold
of items in such cases. Either they are comparable, and by hypothesis
related by some positive relation beyond the usual' three, or they are
incomparable, that is, not related by any positive relation. But Gert gives
no argument for thinking that they are incomparable and recognizes
that he cannot simply assume that they are, for that would be to beg
the question against those who think that there is a fourth' positive
relation. Thus, lie must think that they are cases of comparability. Once
he admits that overlapping configurations are cases of nontrichotomous
comparability, however, hie must admit that there is comparability by a
fourth relation beyond' the usual' three. His point then seems to be that
since his model shows that there are many different configurations representing possible ways of being nontrichotomously comparable, it is a
mistake to think that there are only four relations that span' the conceptual space of comparability; by Gert's count there are (at least) nineIl'
Gert's grounds for thinking that there are many positive relations
beyond die putative four depend on thle details of his model. But die
model cannot be correct. There are two miniproofs showing that this is
so. It will be useful to start by listing the six possible overlapping configurations that the Range Rule deems representations, of "not traditionally
comparable' (with their "reverse" cases-dile intervals swapped from left
9. It is impos tait to emphasize that when Cert suggests that there are mfore relations
beyond the usual three plus parity, hie is riot claiming that there is any relation with logical
propei ties different from what I call parity; his claim, rather, is that what I call parity can
be "divided up" into many different relations. Whether hie is riglht about this wvaits on an
account of how value relations are properly individuated. In any case, Gert's only defense
of the claim depends on the details of his model, and, as we will see, his model is
problematic.
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to right-sn parentheses; see fig. 1)."o These configurations exhaust the
possible overlapp)ing configurations of two intervals where the relative
position of endpoinits as higher or lower is what is relevant to their
underlying value relation.
The first proof shows that, contra the Range Rule, case 6 cannot
be a case in which the items are "not traditionally comparable." Indeed,
in what hie takes to be a concession of sorts, Gertlabels this case 'parity'.''
But there is a simple proof that this case must be a case of equality.
Taike any interval range. Let there be an item whose value is given by
10. If a coitfiguitio
a
op sents the ffit interval as bettor than the second, then its
clioi
"Iieveise" will swap, tile intet vals flOn) left to i glit and eptresent the liist interval as woise
titan tlie second.'the revelse of beltot ness is woisoness and vice veisa. Since equality and
patity, ate both synnutettic, then revel ses will iep~tesen t equality and pat ity, iespectively.
11. Get t goes onl to say that a case like case 6 in which the iattlrals, though the
saine, have a vey nat tow tatsge is a case of "totigh equality" (pip 506-7) But it is clear
that whticit ielation holds Ibetivocn two items should not tt'mi on thle size of thle initervals
piiiesenititig thent if all telattonal aspects of rthe intervals ate held constant. Gettis ,uisled
by thle fact that intelwals with' Salli t atigos aPlptoaclt a degenerate interval, e., a potint
(wilth iteits t epiesenied by thle samec point being equally good). But approachinig titis
dclgeiterate, interval attd] being identical to it ate quite different asattets.
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that range. That item and itself are equally good, Therefore, any items
whose values are given by the same interval range must be represented
as being equally good.'2 Thus, the Range Rule must be rejected.
The second proof shows that, contra the Range Rule, the case of
nonoverlapping intervals cannot be the only case of betiterness. Take
any case that, according to die Range Rule, is a case of being "not
traditionally comparable," that is, a case from cases 1-6. According to
Gert, in each such case we can improve one of the items without thereby
making it better than the other. But we cannot do this if betterness is
given only by nonoverlapping intervals. For in any of these cases take
the interval whose top point is as high as or higher than the top point
of the other interval. Call itA. In order to make A better, we must create
an interval' that does not overlap it, by making both its endpoints higher
than the top point of A. But then it follows that the improved interval,
A+, will not overlap with the other interval, B. So there is no way to
improve A without thereby making the improvement, A+, better than
B.' Again, the Range Rule must be rejected.
These proofs rely on two uncontroversial axioms that Gert himself
should accept: that 'equally good' is reflexive and that if items are
comparable but not trichotomously so, either can be improved without
thereby being better than the other, that is, 'die improvement condidion'. If diese two axioms show that the Range Rule must be rejected,
what rule, if any, might succeed in its place?
In searching for an adequate interval model of comparability that
makes room for parity, we might impose some further plausible conditions. First, we make some assumptions concerning, theý representations of value relations. We assume, following Gert, that nonoverlapping
intervals are a case of betterness, that identical intervals are the only
case of equality in value, and, finally, that "duality" holds. This last
condition, although innocuous, needs some explalning. It states that
betterness and worseness should not depend on die "direction" in which
they are represented. If betterness is represented pointing upward, then
worseness should be represented in the same way pointing downward,
and vice versa. The 'dual' of a relation is the relation' flipped upside
down to indicate a change in direction. Duality holds that if a config12. 1In e-mail correspondence, Gert suggested that the proof can be resisted Onl thle
grounds that an item is notam good as;itself. Without going into the plausihility of rejecting
the ieflexivi4' of equality, we can alter thle pntaof to be one about anl item and its twhit:
take any interval range and let thle values of an item and its twin be given by that range.
Thle item and its twinl ame
equally good. Again, the Range Rule must be rejected.
I3. It will not hielp to suggest, as Gert did in e-mail coitespondence, that there is
some way of making the improved item better thtan its unimproved ancestor beyond that.
sanctioned by the Range Rule since the Range Rule is supposed to pIovide a model of
all relations of comparability.
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uralion represents betterness, then the same configuration flipped upside (lawn must represent worseness and vice versa.''
We then add some assumptions about the intrinsic features of the
value relations we are trying to model. InI addition to the reflexivity of
equality and the improvement condition on parity, we assume that 'better than' is transitive, that parity is symmetric, and that die four relations
are mutually exclusive.
Given these assumptions, we can prove that there is only one rule
of comparability that can make room for parity. This is what I will call
'the Pat eto Interval Rule'.
Pt-veto Interval Rule: If the top point of interval A is at least as high
as the top p~oint of interval B, and the bottom point of A is at least
as high as the bottom point of B, and the intervals are not identical,
then A is better than B; if the respective top and bottom points
of A and B arc identical, A and B are equally good; and in a mixed
case, A and B are on a par.
IIn Other words, accoiding to the Pareto Interval Rule, nonoverlapping
intervals and cases 1-4 represent betterness; identical intervals, case 6
represent equality of value; and only case 5 represents p~arity. The intuitive idea behind this rule is that when the highest and lowest valuepoints of either item are not both at least as high as the corresponding
highest and lowest value-points of the other itemi, the htems are on a
pam; It is perhaps worth noting that on this interval model of comparability, parity is given not by a multitude of diverse configurations but
by a single configuration. An abbieviated outline of an informal proof
that only the Pareto Inteival Rule is consistent with the above axioms
is given in the appendix.
But1 there is a fuirthet problem. The Pareto Interval Rule implies a
condition on parity that we might reasonably wish to reject. This condition is what we might call 'pair dictatorship'. It holds that for any
three items on a par, two of them will be such that if they are worse
than some other item, then so is the third. Put another way, it denies
that there can be a trio of items on a par such that any two are worse
than some other item Without the thiiid also being worse. Pair dictatorship maintains that there is always one pair of a trio of items on a
par that dictates whether the third is better or worse than some other
itemn.
14. If, e g., in fig. 1, we flip configunatiomi 3 upside down, we get the reveise of
configuintion 4. Duality implies that if the flist interval of configuration 3 is bettem than
the second, ilien the fist mute, val of the iCvCi se of cotifigmiation 4 miust be woise than
the secondi ii tervl in that conflgtiration. That is, il'configum ation 3 iepresents betterness,
the aeve, se or configitmatiomi 4 imust iepi esent we' seness. (And if the level se of configuirationt4 epi eslilts woaseness, then confignimitionl' must repi esent betteniess.)
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It is easy to see that the Pareto Interval Rule is committed to pair
dictatorship. Take three items on a par: A, B, and C. They will be represented as shown in figure 2. We can see that there will always be two
intervals, namely, A and C, such that if there is an item better than both
of them, that item will also be better than the third interval, B. This is
because any item that is better than both A and C must have a bottom
point at least as high as the bottom point of C and a top point at least
as high as the top point of A. Since those top and bottom points will
be respectively higher than the corresponding top and bottom points
of B, that item will be better than 13.
It is doubtful, however, whether pair dictatorship need hold among
items on a par. It seems possible for there to'be a trio of items on a
par such that any two of them is worse than something or other without
the third also being worse than that other thing. Suppose, for example,
that apple juice, orange juice, and pineapple juice are all on a par with
respect to, say, tastiness. It is plausible to think that a cocktail of apple
and orangejuice is better than either apple juice on its own or orange
juice on its own but not better than pineapple juice, which after all is
a rather different taste. Similarly, it is plausible to think that pineappleorange juice is better than either orange juice or pineapplejuice on its
own but not better than apple juice; and that apple-pineapple juice is
bettcr than either apple juice or pineapple juice but not better than
orange juice. H-ere we have a case in which each pair of a trio of items
on a par is worse than something else without the third also being worse
than it. It might be worth noting that this case involves a generalization'
of the familiar improvement condition. That condition holds that it is
possible to improve one of two items on a par without thereby making
it better than the other. The generalized condition holds that it is possible to improve each of two items on a par without thereby making
that improvement better than the third. Insofar as such a case is possible,
the Pareto Interval Rule, which precludes it, must be rejected."~
15. In his "Modelling Parity," draft manuscript, Wiodek Rabinowvicz cites a theorem
employed by Peter Fishburn (and brought to his attention by Erik Garison) that showys
that interval modeling has insufficient "dimensionality" to cover a configuration that wve
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If this is right, we are left with a striking result. Parity requires giving
up tie interval miode of representation; there is no such form of representat-ion that satisfies certain reasonable axioms. This conclusion is
of interest not only to those who believe that items can be related by
Sonic Fourth ielation butl also to those who think that items can be
incomparable. We Set aside incomparability by assuming that our model
was not trying to capture it. But the conditions of "improvement" and
"genecralized improvement" are arguably conditions that hold also of
incotmparability. So it turns out that the interval model, like standard
expected Utility theory, makes no room fbr either parity or incomparability. Those who are skeptical of parity and yet think that representation of the value of items must be made by something more "relaxed"
than a single meal number must finid a representative device other than
intervals.
1ll. PARITY AND CHOICE
Given that Ccii's attempt to "explain away" parity does not succeed and
that time model of comparability hie offers cannot be sustained, I stiggest
that we undeistand die thrust of Isis discussion as a demand for an
explanation of what one should rationally dto when faced with items on
a pat; along with a proposed answer. Indeed, Gert.'s definition of paritythat it's not a mnistake to Choose either and that this may continue to
be true even if one is improved-roughly approximates what I take to
be the p~ractical consequences of being on a par. But his gloss does not
distingutish between diffeient ways in which it Might be rationally permiissible to choose either of two alternatives. As I now want to suggest,
parity underwrites one distinctive way in which rational permissibility
operates, one that requires, on certain reasonable assumptions, that
there be a fourth positive value relation that may hold between items.
Gert usefully reminds us that we cannot read off our valuations of
items from our- choices. It might be that two bales of hay are equal iii
value, bitt since the ass is hungry, it goes for the one on the right. This
does not imply that the ass or anyone else should think that it would
should expctl sometimes to hold wheni theme ispat ity. Dimiensionality isa technical concept.
having to do with rhe least nuinhe, of linear oldci ings whose intersection is the pai tiall
omdci ng. Using the same coimfigunition thatli'slboni iitehs
on to reject interval modeling
onl the basis of cliniensionality, I at gue that interval modeling should be i ejected onl the
batsis of the somewhat mome intuitive condition of pai, dictatorship. I am gratefull to
Rahinmowcz For hninging Fishbui n's result to maryattention. See R-abinowicz, "Modelling
Pan ty", Ei ik Coilson, "Incompandabilityarid the Measum ement of Value" (di aft manosci ipt,
Depai tent of PlmloSohlm[y, Uppsala University); and Niete C. Fgslhlotu , Intlerval ,dem andhidensil (baphsi-aStudy if Pinially Oidnted Sets (NewYork: Wiley, 1985), fill 78 f, as cited
in Rtalinowizc. Rl,,lnowicz goes onl to offer his own inuteesting suggestionl as to how panity,
should tbemodeled. Rabinowvicz's model, Imoweve,, does not undermine time thought that
tustilnet foti ith val tie ieca tioni.
getlnilely
plmi ty is aW
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have been a mistake to go' for the bale on the left. Or two courses of
action might be incomparable, but one has to choose even' if by doing
nothing. The course of action one takes is not thereby the only rationally
permissible action. Similarly, two careers might be' on a par, and yet the
fact that one chooses the one career does not show that it would have
been a mistake to' have chosen the other.
Thus, there are three different cases in which choice between either
alternative is rationally permissible: when the alternatives are equally
good, incomparable, and on a par. Now it might be thought that what
is distinctive about parity, as opposed to equality or incomparability, is
that when one is faced with choices on a par, it is not a mistake to choose
either, and this may continue to be true even if one or other of die
items is improved. As we have already noted, however, this condition
also holds when items are incomparable. If there is no positive pairwise
relation that holds between them with respect to what matters in the
choice, then it is not a mistake to choose either. And if we improve one,
it need not thereby become better, and so again there need be no
mistake in not choosing the improved item over the unimproved one.
Of course, in order for parity to be a genuine fourth positive value
relation, it need not be true that its practical upshots are different from
those of any of the usual three relations or of incomparability. Indeed,
those who have suggested related notions, such as Derek Parfit, who
thinks there can be "imprecise equality," andJames Griffin, who thinks
there can be "rough equality," think that their notions have familiar
practical upshots; in the case of Parfit, imprecise equality should be
treated just as one should treat incomparable items, and in tie case of
Griffin, rough equality should be' treated just as one should treat items
that are equally good.'6 If, however, there is practical work to be done
that cannot be done either by die usual three relations or by incomparability, we will have a further argument-from practical reason-for
the existence of parity.
I believe tiiat there is a distinctive role for parity to play in understanding rational choice. But it is easy to overlook this role if we think
of the rational permissibility of choice as given solely by internal features
of a given choice situation. Sometimes whether it is rationally permissible
to choose something depends on how that choice relates to one's other
choices."
16. See Derek Pat Fit, Recasons and Prisons (Oxfoid: Oxfoid University Press, 1984), p.
431, and unpublished work; andJames Otiffin, Well-lleing (Oxfozd: Clarendon, 1986), pp.
80-81, 96-98.
17. Compare Gert's claim that the rationality of choice is not simply a function of
an agent's valuation of' the alternatives. According to Gert, a rational agent might recognize
that objects take a certain range of value-points, but to pieserve 'consistenicy," she must
choose in a wvay that does not involve her tak~ing those objects to have particular value-
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Suppose we have a rational choice function that delivers rational
choice over a set of alternatives in any such choice situation. For any
given choice situation involving two alternatives, the function will yield
one of two answers: either one alternative is what one should tationally
choose or it is rationally permissible to choose either. Now if the choice
function yields the answer that one of the alternatives and not the other
is what, one should rationally choose, then it seems plausible to think
that the alternative favored by the function is better than the other. If,
instead, it yields the answer that it is rationally permissible to choose
either,; it seems plausible to think that the alternatives are equally good.
Finally, if the choice function is undefined, that is, if it does not yield
an answer as to which of the alternatives one should rationally choose,
then the alternatives are incomparable. Thus, it Seems that there is no
distinctive role in reason for parity to play.
But suppose we expand the choice function to include series of
choices. A given pairwise choice can be understood statically, apart from
any other choice, bitt also dynamically, as part of a series of choices.
The key question is whether in a choice between two alteinatives that
is pait of a series of choices there is a practical difference in choosing
between iteins that are equally good and choosing, between items that
al-c on a par. If there is a diffeience, wye will have identified a way in
which it may be rationally permissible to choose either of two items,
not because the alternatives are equally good and not because the items
are incomparable.
That there is such a difference is most clearly seen in "value pump"
cases, although there are others. Value ptump cases are puzzling because
throutght a series of putatively rational choices, one may end up with less
Value than one slai ted with. Bitt the cases arise only if the alternatives
are on a par, not if they are equally good."8 If one faces a series of
choices between items that are equally good, however one cycles the
choices, one will always end up with something as good as what one
started with. Not So in a series of choices between items that are on a
par. Suppose A is on a par With B, B is on a par with A+, and A+ is
better than A. This possibility is implied by the "imiprovement" condition
p)oints that, could lead to the charge or "inconsistency" in chloice (p. 504). In shot t, to
avoid thle value putntj pt obtem, Get t adds a fi ce-floating constraint that an agent not allow
he, self to Ile a value Puinp, White pi oponlenis of pa' ly bulild suchI a constraint into theC
plopel Valuiatio oir
itelss 015 a Pat.
I8. Ofcollise, asI haive at gued eisewh~ele, the value pumippiobleinatinsesalso when
fhet e is incomnpar-ability. But we can distingish two sot us of valne l)Lffll puzzles: thiose in
whiich the valuie pump
iis ceicted by choicescdelivet ed by achioice funictioni, and those in
which 11,5 creaited by the failiie ofa choice funiction to deliver a cot rect choice. My focuis
here is Onl tile puzlzle a, sing "lsez, thle choice function 1snot silent- See mny"Int, oducuion,"
rihly isranlpiabihly, and J'arliral Ri-awn, ed. tRuth Chang (Carnsbridge,
in hia-amenaI,,,'NN,
Mass. Ilaivaid tlliversity Piess, 1997).
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on parity. Now if one is faced' with a choice between A+ and B, it is
rationally permissible to choose either since they are on a par. Suppose
one chooses B. Now suppose that one is offered a choice between B
and A. Since they are on a par, again it is rationally permissible to choose
either. Suppose one chooses A. But now one is left with A where before
one might have had A+, which is better than A.
The rational permissibility of choosing either of two items on a par,
then, must be constrained by one's other choices. If one chose B when
offered a choice between A+ and B, one is thereby rationally prohibited
from choosing A when offered a choice between B and A. This is true
even though there is a sense in which because B and A are on a par, it
is rationally permissible to choose either. This is the sense in which if
one had not already chosen B over A+, it would have been rationally
permissible to choose A over B. Sometimes, when items are on a par,
it is both rationally permissible to choose either and also rationally
impermissible to choose one of them. The air of paradox is dispelled
once we see that the sense in which it may be rationally impermissible
to choose one of two items on a par depends on understanding the
rationality of choice against a background of other choices.
So we can distinguish' three different senses in which it may be
"rationally permissible" to choose either of two alternatives. Sometimes
the rational choice function delivers the result that it is rationally permissible to choose either alternative regardless of one's other choices.
This is thle case in which the alternatives are equally good. Other times
the rational choice function is undefined; it fails to give an answer as
to whether one should rationally choose one alternative or whether it
is rationally permissible to choose either. This is the case in which the
alternatives are incomparable. In still other cases, the rational choice
function delivers the answer that it is rationally permissible to choose
either alternative, but only given certain assumptions about one's other
choices.
If we think that there are choices in which whether it is rationally
pennissible to choose either alternative depends on our other choices,
then there is a distinctive role for parity to play in practical reason.
Indeed, I believe that without parity, it would be impossible for each of
us to be the normatively distinct rational agents that we are, each of us
rationally caring about different things in different ways. But that is an
argument for another occasion. The point I want to emphasize here is
that there is a perfectly ordinary sense in which it may be' rationally
permissible to choose either of two alternatives that cannot hold when
items are equally good or incomparable. A fourth relation beyond the
usual three is needed to do this practical work.
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Appendix
I provide anl informal proof that the Pareto Interval Rule is the only
rule of comparison that can be given anl interval representation and is
consistent with certain plausible constraints,
Excluding their reverse cases, there are seven possible configurations of relations between two intervals, X and Y (fig. Al). WAe assume
three axiomis about representation: (1) that in case 0, X is better than
Y; (2) that case 6 is the only case of equality; and (3) that "duality"
holds, that is, if betterness is represented in one direction, then worseness is repiesented in the opposite direction."
This leaves configurations 1-5, any of which might be a case of X
being better than Y, X being woise than Y, or X being on a par with Y
Since the point of the representation is to model parity, at least one of
configurations I-5 should represent a case in which X is on a par with
Y.
We also assume four axioms about the intrinsic features of the
relations being modeled: (1) that 'better than' (and conversely, 'worse
thanl') is transitive; (2) that parity is symmetric; (3) that if two items are
onl a par; then either canl be improved without thereby being better
than tile other (thle improvement condition); and (4) that the relations
are Mutually exclusive.
The proof canl then be given in three steps.
Step I- Employing the axioms of the transitivity of betterness (and'
worseness), exclusiveness, and duality, we prove that none of configurations 1-4 gives a case in which X is worse than Y (Correspondingly,
none of thle reverses of configurations 1-4 gives a case in which the first
interval is better than thle second.)
Proof. Consider case 1 (fig. A2) as an example. Suppose that X is
wotise than Y. Then Y is worse than Z by the same token, and so, by dile
transitivity of worse than, X is worse than Z. But by case 0, we know that

x Y

XY

X Y

XY

X Y

XY

X Y

Fla. Al
19. Themasumption that configuiation 6 is the only case of equality can be replaced
by ihe weaken assumptions of tine trnisitivity andlsuhstitutbbdityofeqinality.Thieassinipdiou
that configuiation 0 is a case of betten ness can be dioipped, in which case we should also
allow thi coirveise of the Paieto Interval Rule to hoeld. The duality assumiption can be
weakened so as not to involve the implication listed as fact 1. If, howevei, dluality is diopped
altogether, we no longer have interval modeling in tire sense that b~oth Gel Land I have
in mind, i.e., as modeling by a relaxation of the teals where dii ectioi, has significance.
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Fio. A2
X is better than Z. By the exclusivity axiom, however, if X is worse than
Y, it cannot also be better than Y. Therefore, X is not worse than Y.
The same kind of reasoning can' be employed in cases 2-4.
We are therefore left with the following constraint: cases 1-4 represent either betterness or parity, and case 5 represents any of betterness,
worseness, or parity. There are forty-six possible rules of comparison
that meet this constraint.
Step 2: We may prove the following four facts (the proofs are omitted
for lack of space):
Fact 1: Case 5 must be a case of parity (by duality).
Fact 2: Cases B and 4 must represent the same relation (by duality).
Fact 3: If case 2 is a case of betterness, then so is case 1 (by the
transitivity of betterness).
Fact 4: If cases B and' 4 are cases of betterness, then so is case 2.
And by Fact 1, case 1 would also be a case of betterness (by the transitivity
of betterness).
We can use these four facts to eliminate forty-two of die total fortysix rules of comparison. This leaves four possible rules of comparison,
R1.-R4:

RI
R2
R3
R4

0

1

2

B

B

B

B
B
B

B
B
P

B
P
P

Case
3
B
P
P
P

4

5

6

B3

P

E

P
P
P

P
P
P

E
E
E

Step 3: We now prove that R2, R3, and R4 must be rejected.
Proof.R2-R4 assign' parity to case 3. If case B is a case of parity, we
should be able, by the improvement condition, to improve X without
thereby making it better than Y (fig. A3).
a) Suppose that the only case of betterness is case 0. Then any
improved X must stand to X as X stands to Y in case 0,~ that is, any
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